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* Industrial strength
* Fast-acting
* Rust preventive

* Economical
* Biodegradable
* Non-flammable

* Tools * Kitchen surfaces
* Machines * Laundry pre spot
* Equipment * stainless steel
* Floors * showers

* Removes oily, greasy, and stubborn soils
* Instantly penetrates & lifts soils
* Forms a corrosion-inhibiting coating

* Institutions * Government Buildings 
* Restaurants * power plants
* Aircraft Hanger * Airports
* Factories * Truck Washes
* Machine shops                       * Refineries
* Garages                                  * Food processing plants

Fragrance..................Cherry almond
pH ..................................12.5 to 13.5
shelf life............................2 yrs. min
Color...........................................Blue
Flash point................................None

Emulsification............................Excellent
Detergency................................Excellent
Foaming...................................Very High
Biodegradability........................Complete
Rinsability................................Very good

Viscosity..........................................5 cps
Density....................................9.1 lbs/gal
Freeze/thaw stability...................3 cycles
solubility in water............................100%
Chlorinated solvents........................None

Heavy Duty: Dilute 1 part pOWER 
FOAM with 8 parts of hot water. 
Agitate with brush if needed. Rinse.

Medium Duty:  Dilute 1 part pOWER 
FOAM with 12 parts water. Rinse.

Light Duty:  Dilute 1 part pOWER 
FOAM with 15 parts water. (this dilution 
is suggested for most painted surfaces.)
Rinse.
Dip tank degreasing and corrosion 
protection:  Use undiluted or dilute up to 
a 1:15 dilution.

Power Foam is a complex, powerful, double concentrated foam product that is formulated with penetrating emulsifiers that 
break down and suspend heavy greases and oils.  In addition to this being a dilutable product, economy and efficiency 
can be maximized by a UCI foam device.  special rust inhibitors prevent corrosion and oxidation on metal surfaces that are not 
rinsed after using this product.  Power Foam is perfect for cleaning machinery, engines, factory f loors,  tools,  chains,  metal 
parts and extremely tough jobs.  I t  may be used in Dip tanks/ soaking etc. It is non-flammable, biodegradeable, and does 
not contain petroleum distillate.

POWER FOAM 
    NON-COMBUSTIBLE DOUBLE CONC.DEGREASER
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